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COMMUNITY CONSULTATION – RESPONSES 
Community consultation event was held on Sunday 30 July 2017, 3pm to 5pm, in Governors Bay.  

Feedback was also given by email and comments on Facebook. 
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Question 1: What does the jetty mean to you? 
A beautiful structure 

Access to the water without wondering about the tide, ie Sandy Beach 

A community meeting place 

Amenity for Governors Bay 

Good for an evening stroll 

Iconic feature of Governors Bay – connection to Governors Bay heritage 

Icon of Governors Bay 

It’s a community asset and icon. Sad that it’s closed but good that the community is getting together 

to re-open it 

 It was a simply elegant and practical structure. Good luck with the restoration [via Facebook, posted 

on the Lyttleton, Ain’t no place I’d rather be group] 

Jumping and getting wet 

LOTS  

Many memories jumping and swimming off the old Jetty [via Facebook, Governors Bay Community 

group] 

Photogenic 

Somewhere to kayak and jump, swim and have fun with family and friends 

This place to be when you feel happy or sad. A place to reflect 

This place we call home 

We like to end our shoreline walk with a stroll down the long, long jetty and spend minutes leaning 

on the end and gazing out to sea and surrounding areas 
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Question 2: What would you like to use the jetty for? 
A fun place for kids to hang out, swim, play, and stay out of trouble   

A long dinner  

A place to walk and look at the AWESOME view  

Dog walking 

Fish ‘n’ chips, watching the dusk roll in and the birds feeding on the flats 

Fun! 

I like the jetty because we can run on it 

I want my ashes sprinkled from the jetty  

Jetty jumping (rope swing)  

Kayaking  

Kids’ fishing 

Launching our dinghy! 

Music at night concert  

Parties 

School children take Diamond Harbour launch from end of jetty for trips  

Swimming classes and tuition 

Swimming from it  

Swimming from the end to Sandy Bay (and back)  

Taking visitors to the Bay 

Visitor focal point, tie up for boats, extension of walkway, Governors Bay promotion item  

Walking, kayaking, weddings, views from the jetty  

Walking on water 

Walking to the end (what you do with jetties!) 
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Question 3: What features would you like to see? 
A bench at the end  

A brief summary of history of the jetty 

A floating platform at the end of the jetty – after the jetty  

A jetty wing extension towards deep water at low tide – practical use 60%  

A place to store canoes and paddle boats at the end of the jetty. And dinghies 

A similar look and feel with more ramps for boats / kayaks / seating. Jumping off – floating pontoon 

Coloured sheds along the waterfront for kayak / canoe storage  

Community / jetty notice board 

Extend car turnaround by the jetty  

Incorporate local artists’ work in and on the structure  

I want it to look the same [via Facebook, posted in the Diamond Harbour group] 

Make the triangle bit at the end a floating platform, this would be very practical and safe for boats [via 

Facebook, Governors Bay Jetty Restoration Trust page] 

Make the jetty longer so water can be accessed at low tide 

Pull-in places for kayaks / boats. Benches at the end of the jetty  

Ramps for boats  

Reusing materials  

Small park / picnic area at the landing around the old boat sheds  

Small shop  

Some type of rope swing or slide for kids 

Timber structure – keep the look similar to how it’s always been. Minimal concrete / steel  

Use of sustainable and cost effective materials, or at least in part  

Water level gauge for jumpers, etc  

Visitors’ centre  
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Question 4: Fundraising! Your ideas on how to raise money 
Art auction  

Buy (donate $$) for a plaque on the jetty – named 

Buying old plans. Buying new planks. Arty / crafty fair. Pledges  

Ethel and Bethel Bingo Babes – if we get lots of attendance, lots of money could be raised eg $20,000 

+. Get in contact with Rachel Kelly for more info. Yes!!  

Givealittle web page  

Long dinner  

Music events  

Postcards  

Quiz nights 

Sausage sizzles  

Sell non-redeemable shares for $1 in the ownership of the jetty with issue of share certificate 

Summer market day (fete) near the pier  

T-shirts  

Triathlon  

Webfair online auction site for charities  
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Question 5: How could community groups help? 
$  

Build benches  

Building  

Fundraising  

Labour and local skills  

Menz Shed involvement 

Photo exhibition featuring the jetty – old and recent, reflecting different moods and seasons 

Planting and landscaping  

Start a Menz Shed to assist project  

Tidy up old boat shed area  

Use it  

Vino Fino wine tasting matched with SHE chocolate – yum!  

Volunteer days  

Working bees – assistance for contractors 
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Question 6: Any other suggestions or comments? 
Anti-vandalism security measures 

A toilet 

Cameras, lighting  

Consider rebuilding it shorter (cheaper), more like earlier designs. Too much silt 

Diving board 

Information boards, a learning experience. With some historical info 

In Vancouver, residents and past ones donate seats or tables with a name plaque on 

Jet boat / jet ski ban 

Keep it clean of doggy do!  

Larger, more descriptive signage down at the jetty – in particular, how / where to donate 

Need to ensure area around jetty doesn’t just become a bigger car park. Suggest paring should be 

elsewhere except for disabled parks. Walking is part of the experience! 

Parking, traffic management  

Please leave areas for birds to roost and dry their wings. No drones 

Rebuild 75m shorter and use the savings to rebuild the old jetty (Sandy Bay jetty). Or just rebuild the 

Sandy Bay jetty anyway  

Shower or tap to wash the mud off (like Sandy Bay)  

Volunteer labour 

Water slide  

Wild life survey – what biodiversity do we have? How can we protect or enhance it? 
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From the children of Governors Bay school 
Tina Hartung filmed the children to find out what they wanted to use the jetty for and what ideas they 

had. Their answers were shared at the consultation event. 

An elevator or ramp for people in wheelchairs  

An underwater lab 

A swing 

A waterslide from the jetty into the water 

Dancing  

Fireworks display 

Fishing off it  

Decorate at Christmas and put away after Christmas  

Decorate in some way, eg carving  

Decorate with flowers 

Diving board 

Flag pole 

Jetty jumping 

Paint it in a colourful way  

Permanent binoculars  

Picnic bench  

Plants and flowers growing. Someone living close to the jetty could water the plants 

Pulley and hook so you can use it to pull yourself up  

Put a slide on the end 

Running competitions, diving, triathlon 

Run submarine tours from it! 

Shared meal or items for poor people 

Start a “jetty club” 

Underwater fish viewing area 
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Emailed suggestions 
As a much loved "promenade" and as regularly user of the jetty, I offer the (attached) suggestion. 
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Hi All, 

Great job you are doing. Community support is out here, I am sorry we are not always showing that. 

The time and effort undertaken by you so far in this huge project is amazing and so appreciated. 

Some belated thoughts, depicted in photos as rough ideas. 

I love the idea of reinstating in wood, and mimicking similar length and width to the original. 

A fixed seating area at the end of jetty which may become a meeting place to enjoy a coffee chat and 

soak up the view. 

Kind regard and Thanks 

Cradle for kayaks: 

  

End of jetty space and seating area: 
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Lower platform: 

 

Seating area, end of jetty: 

 

 

 

 

 

 


